Research on the visual processing of advertisements has so far focused on formal aspects such as the relative size of print or the composition of graphical elements. Little is known, however, about effects of specific content-related design factors. One such factor is the complexity of the pragmatic relation between image and text. We refer to an advertisement as "explicit" when it depicts the target product (e.g. a stereo or a car) together with a related headline in a semantically straightforward way. In contrast, an "implicit" advertisement includes pictures and text neither of which are directly related to the product.
Introduction
Advertisements are an important part of our visual world. From the perspective of clients who order advertisements, they are supposed to be effective. What does this mean? In a short term perspective, potential customers should spend a lot of time looking at an advertisement, retain a vivid memory and find the ad pleasing and interesting. On the long run, it is expected that positive evaluation and stable memory transform into a favorable attitude towards products or brands and many purchase decisions. A central goal of advertisement research is to understand the mechanisms that make ads effective and to contribute to increasing their success.
Potential customers who look at advertisements can respond in different ways: They may consider some ads boring or even annoying, they may like them as a source of entertainment or they may use them to search for useful information. Over time, people will develop attitudes and preferences in response to the many ads they have seen. In addition to a particular response to the appearance and specific content of an ad, more general design and content factors are likely to play a role in determining what viewers like and dislike. From an economical perspective knowledge about these factors is a critical condition for effectiveness. From the perspective of viewers, this type of research may well contribute to increase the proportion of "good" advertisements and therefore make our visual world more comfortable.
The research reported in this chapter was triggered by a practical problem. Professionals who produce advertisements are often interested in work that they consider original and creative. This includes ads where the relations between picture, headline and other elements are rather complex and where the message cannot immediately be understood. The idea is that advertisements that pose an intellectual challenge will take more effort to understand (often including an element of humor), but may be liked more and remembered better. This view can lead to disagreement with clients who often tend to believe that an effective advertisement should be clear and straightforward. This includes depicting the product and presenting text that also directly relates to the product or brand, e.g. describing its properties or advantages. From the perspective of cognitive psychology, this controversy deals with the complexity of the pragmatic relation between ad elements. More specifically, the question is whether more complex ads are indeed more effective. To deal with this problem, complexity needs to be clearly defined and it must be determined how precisely ad effectiveness should be measured.
Some theoretical background
In a discussion of the history of systematic research on advertisement, Hansen (1995) draws a distinction between three periods. He describes these as "the age of the recognition vs. recall debate" (1930 -1970) , the "persuasion age" (starting around 1960) and the "age of model based research" (starting around 1990). In fact, the bulk of the literature on advertisement research is still on memory for ads and on issues around "persuasion" like preference or emotional appraisal of ad stimuli or the development of attitudes towards brands or products. "Model-based" research most often includes a general theoretical framework of the advertisement process, for example in the tradition of the famous AIDA (attention interest desire action) theory (Lewis, 1898; Strong, 1925) . Lewis is believed to have been the first to suggest that effective salesmanship requires salesmen to attract customers' attention, maintain their interest, and create a desire. In modern approaches, attempts are made to provide more detailed accounts of ad-related consumer behavior, including various proposed sequences of processing stages and behavioral choices (see e.g. Rosbergen, 1998 , for a detailed discussion).
In this chapter we will look at advertisement research primarily from the somewhat reduced angle of visual information processing. We will also provide some background on the evaluation of ads and on memory in terms of recall and recognition to the extent to which they are relevant for the experiments that will be reported.
Visual Processing of advertisements
Looking at the time course of visual processing of print ads, it is intuitively clear that two or three distinct time periods need to be distinguished. This distinction is in line with research on different aspects of picture processing, for example in the inspection of medical x-ray images (Nodine, Kundel, Polikoff & Toto, 1987) or in recent studies on effects of change blindness (see the section on this subject in Hyönä, Munoz, Heide & Radach, 2002) . One common observation is that there is a quick phase of orientation and global processing, followed by a more detailed scanning of selected areas. Perhaps the best theoretical conceptualization of the routes of perceptual and cognitive processing involved in this process is the model of complex scene perception by de Graef (1992).
-insert table 1 about hereIn Table 1 , a typical newspaper reading situation is assumed. There are several likely ways for a reader to send her eyes to and across a print advertisement. The most likely is that the eyes land on the ad as part of a general pattern of scanning the page that is also used to identify interesting non-ad text or pictures. In other cases a reader may actively look for advertisement information on specific products. It is also possible that a reader is using a scanning strategy that explicitly includes avoidance of ads (see the chapter by Stenfors et al., in this volume for a discussion of ad avoidance for the case of internet pages). In this situation, the only chance for the ad to be selected as the goal for a saccade would be that it contains some visual features that make it extremely salient in the context of the page. In any case there will be a decision to send the eye to the advertisement made on the basis of extrafoveal information in relation to some top down processing. Is this decision taken and the eyes have landed on the advertisement, there will most likely be a period of time during which some quick acquisition of pictorial and text information will take place. The major goal in this phase is to verify that it is indeed desirable to spend time with the ad, e.g. in terms of identifying its topic or even checking an initial hypothesis about its content. There is a high chance that early processing leads to a negative decision and the viewing of the ad is terminated. If the decision is positive, however, and more detailed processing takes place, the viewer will stop when the information presented is exhausted. In the ideal case, processing will last until all critical information is encoded and the message is understood.
The first studies using eye movements to study the processing of ads appeared in the nineteen sixties (Robinson, 1963; Starch, 1966) . Since then, oculomotor measures have become a technically feasible and potentially powerful option in the arsenal of available methods. However, this type of work still represents a relatively small segment in the substantial literature on ad effectiveness. In general, the goal of most studies is to gather information about towards which part of an advertisement respondents direct their attention and how deeply people process the information offered by an advertisement (von Keitz, 1988 ). An excellent overview of the literature on eye tracking in advertisement research has been provided by Rosbergen (1998) . Some of the most important studies are listed in table 2, based on a more detailed table in Rosbergen's dissertation.
-insert table 2 about hereLooking at this table, it is apparent that "aspects of eye movements" are conceptualized in terms of "amount of attention". Looking for an explicit definition of attention in Rosbergen, Pieters and Wedel, (1997) we found statements like the following: "Capacity theories of attention (see e.g. Broadbent 1971; Kahneman 1973) as well as information-processing models (see e.g., Greenwald and Leavitt 1984; MacInnis and Jaworski 1989) assume that the attention allocated to an ad is a function of consumers' motivation, opportunity, and ability, which are affected by, for instance, physical properties of the advertisement and consumers' characteristics." (p. 305). Being in sympathy with the enthusiasm present in Rosbergen, Pieters and Wedel, (1997) and other, similar publications, two remarks seem to be in place. One is that it is not at all evident how precisely claims about the role of motivation, opportunity, ability etc. for visual processing of advertisements may follow from the classic work by Broadbent, Kahneman and others. And, do we really know much about whether and how these are, in turn, affected by physical properties of advertisements? Careful empirical work and extensive theoretical discussions (to which Rosbergen et al. make valuable contributions) will be necessary to carry such claims from face plausibility to solid theoretical grounding.
Our second remark is that the above statement appears typical for the widespread belief that attention is such a basic concept that its meaning should be more or less clear to anyone reading the publications listed in Table 2 . Throughout the advertisement literature, the term "attention" is used interchangeably in terms of selection (either referring to selection itself and/or something that is being selected), preference, processing time, depth of processing, mental effort etc. without reflecting the epistemic and logical problems related to the concept (see e.g. Allport, 1992 and Heller, 2002, for discussions) .
In this field of research there are many studies that looked at eye movements on ads taken from newspapers or journals, but in a few studies ad variants were also specifically designed to allow for experimental variations. For example, (Lohse, 1997) examined eye movement patterns of consumers on yellow pages advertisements. Thirty-two fictitious yellow pages containing 348 ads, assembled in four books, were presented to 32 subjects. Participants were asked to imagine that they had just moved to the Boston area. Their task was to locate different products or services and to choose three favorite businesses under each heading. The stimuli were controlled for different combinations of layout and design features. Ad type, locations of display ads on the page, size of ad, color, use of graphics, whether or not a listing had a bold typeface, serial position of the ad (alphabetic order), and number of types of information in the ad (hours, years in business, slogan, brand names, specialties) were implemented as dependent variables. Eye tracking data such as fixation duration, fixation number, and total viewing time were computed as independent variables.
The data gathered in this experiment support earlier findings, indicating that ad size, graphics and color all have impact on the visual processing of advertisements (Hornik 1980; Rossiter 1981 Rossiter 1988 Schindler 1986; Valiente 1973) . The results of this study demonstrate e. g. that larger ads were more likely to be fixated, participants noticed 93% of the large display ads but only 26 % of the plain listings. Subjects noticed more color ads than ads without color (92% vs. 84%) and looked at color ads before ads without color. They viewed color ads 21% longer than equivalent ads in black and white. Subjects also fixated 96% of ads with graphics. Quite interesting are effects of position of an advertisement on the page. Since people scan ads on a page in alphabetic order, advertisements at the end of a page are nearly never looked at. Lohse (1997) stresses that his data have implications for pricing decisions in telephone directories, the graphic layout and the marketing for paper and electronic telephone directories.
An interesting new research perspective was introduced by Rosbergen et al. (1997) . They used local gaze duration patterns analyzed with a latent class regression model to identify groups of consumers that respond differently to visual properties of ads. For this purpose, four different versions of an existing advertisement were professionally designed and inserted into a custom developed issue of a popular Dutch weekly women's magazine. The design variables of interest included size and position of elements like pictorial, pack shot (i. e. a picture of a shampoo bottle), and headline. Analyses of gaze duration data revealed three different populations of consumers with qualitatively different "patterns of attention" labeled as scanning, initial attention, and sustained attention. Interestingly, this classification is quite similar to the time line suggested in Table 1 . The principle differences is that Rosbergen et al. see their types of responses as characteristics of potential customers, whereas we see our phases of processing as means of response that are at the disposal of every viewer.
Recently, Rayner, Rotello, Stewart, Keir, and Duffy (2001) raised the question of how different goals may influence the visual processing devoted to different aspects of an advertisement. Another interesting purpose of their experiment was to investigate how viewers process text compared to pictorial elements of an advertisement, and how both types of information are integrated. Specific goals were given through instruction. In their "car condition" (U.S. American) participants were told to imagine that they had just moved to England and needed to buy a car from the number of available makes and models. In the "skin care condition" subjects were asked to imagine that they had moved to England and needed to decide which skin lotion and body wash to buy. Participants were shown 24 color advertisements that included both groups of critical items and filler items. The ads were taken from British magazines unknown in the US market. After viewing the ads, subjects were asked to take part in a recall and a recognition test, and to recall the ads they had liked and disliked. The eye movement data support earlier findings: subjects spent more time on text elements than on pictorial elements, they tended not to go back and forth between text and the picture (see also Carroll, Young, and Guertin, 1992; Hegarty, 1992) . As part of the experimental setting, the initial fixation was always located in the center of the ad. However, the first saccade usually went to the large print, regardless of its spatial position within the ad. In general, viewers tended to first read the text. Also, following the instruction, subjects spent more time on the type of ads they were asked to pay attention to. Rayner et. al (2001) concluded that the viewing time on the stimuli was modulated by strategies associated with the instructions viewers were given. As a major conclusion they suggest that participants' goals should be considered in future research.
As the above discussion has shown, the bulk of the work that has so far been done on the topic of eye movements and ad processing deals with these two phases of initial selection and early processing. Most of the studies examined how variations in design features like size, color or arrangement of elements influenced eye movements. Most often this was phrased in terms of "attracting a customer's attention". In contrast to this, in the experiments reported in this chapter it is presupposed that a decision in favor of prolonged processing has been made and that the viewer has the intention to acquire and understand the information presented.
Evaluation of advertisements
An important way to assess the effectiveness of an advertisement is the application of rating scales. Haley (1990) compared six different "copy testing methods" for TV commercials (e.g. recall, communication, persuasion) which included the most common types of measures. The objective was to determine the accuracy of each copy-testing method to predict "sales winners". For this purpose, pairs of commercials of five different products were included in the test. Each pair contained two different commercials that had shown significant differences in the levels of sales response in 1-year split cable sales tests. The results demonstrated that all types of measures had some predictive power, but likeability turned out to be the single best predictor of sales effectiveness. This scale predicted sales winners 87% of the time (Haley, 1990) . Biel (1998) presents results of a study by the Ogilvy Center for Research & Development, San Francisco. The objective of their work was to investigate the relationship between an advertising's likeability and its potential to motivate costumers. First, measures of brand persuasion and of commercial liking were taken among 895 consumers for a sample of 73 prime-time TV commercials. Sales effectiveness was determined pre-and post exposure via phone, following a procedure developed by Mapes and Ross. Participants were also asked to rate likeability on a 5-point scaled question ("liked it a lot", "liked it somewhat", "neutral", "disliked it somewhat", "disliked it a lot"). Based on these data, the sample was divided into three subgroups: people who are enthusiastic about the commercial they have seen, those who were mildly positive and people who were neutral. In a second phase of the study, changes in brand preferences were measured for the three subsamples. The highest change in brand preference appeared with 16.2% in the group of enthusiasts compared to changes in the other two groups (mildly positive 9.5%, neutral 8.2%). Biel (1998) concluded "that it pays to produce advertising that people like, and the more they like it, the more they are persuaded by it" (p. 114).
Although the studies discussed so far all deal with TV commercials, it is likely that their results can be generalized to print advertisements as well. Stapel (1998) reports that he collected data about likeability and interest in post testing of print advertisements over the last 20 years. On the basis of a large data set, he examined the relationship between performance in memory measures (recall and recognition) and scoring of likeability and interestingness by cross tabulation. The results indicate that both high likeability and interestingness tend to massively increase the recall and recognition scores. In conclusion, scales of likeability and interest can be seen as established and effective sources of information about advertising effectiveness.
Advertisement -related issues in research on memory
As noted above, quantitative advertising research started with the development of memory measures. In the late 1920s Gallup and Robinson developed the "proven recall technique" followed by Starch in the late 1930s who introduced the recognition technique (specifically by going through a newspaper or magazine again after some time has passed). Today both recognition and recall are important and frequently used methods and the majority of investigations in the field of quantitative advertising research are based on these techniques.
There is a longstanding debate on the specific advantages and limitations of using recall vs. recognition in the context of advertisement. Thorson and Rothschild (1984) , reviewing the substantial literature on this issue, note that both involve different cognitive operations, imply different levels of informational organization and initiate different learning procedures. An interesting conclusion drawn by Thorson and Rothschild (1984) is that the usefulness of recognition and recall appears to depend on the length of delay. With short delays, recall is the more useful indicator of memory for commercials, with longer delays recognition becomes a more effective indicator. It is further suggested that "particulars of execution and product characteristics would affect recognition" whereas "global characteristics of commercials would determine recall" (p. 302).
One of the most important variables moderating memory measures is exposure duration. Several studies have shown that exposure duration influences recall and recognition performance positively. Up to a duration of about 2 to 4 seconds recognition and recall accuracy increase linearly, depending on the complexity of the pictorial stimulus (Potter & Levy, 1969; Shepard, 1967; Fleming & Sheikhian, 1972; Intraub, 1979) . Based on these observations, Rossiter and Percy (1983) conclude that advertisers seeking high recognition scores should try to employ not just "attention-getting" but rather "attention-holding" pictures, which "hold the consumer's attention" for at least 2 seconds, as this should guarantee high memorability. So far we have not found literature that draws a direct line from exposure duration to subject-controlled processing time. However, it seems straightforward to assume that both ways to increase the time spent processing an ad should have similar positive consequences on memory. In this context it may be worth mentioning that it appears inadvisable to control exposure duration in experimental research. Rosbergen et al. (1997) note that average exposure durations to advertisements tend to be significantly shorter when viewers control exposure (e.g. Kiss and Wettig 1972) than when fixed presentation durations controlled by experimenters are used (Janiszewski 1993; Kroeber-Riel 1984) . Moreover, control over the exposure duration may affect not only the duration itself, but also influence eye movement patterns.
A framework of memory research that is highly relevant for the present study is the level of processing approach by Craik and Lockhart (1972) . This theoretical idea claims that human cognition involves a hierarchy of processing levels referred to as the 'depth of processing', where greater 'depth' implies a greater degree of semantic or cognitive analysis. More specifically, Craik and Lockhart (1972) suggest that the persistence of a memory trace is a function of depth of analysis, with deeper levels of analysis associated with more elaborate, longer-lasting and stronger traces. It follows that retention is a function of depth and not primarily speed of analysis. According to this view, memory can be seen as a continuum from the transient products of sensory analyses to the highly durable products of semanticassociative operations with deeper analysis involving longer processing time.
The level of processing approach was criticized to be circular, as deep processing is measured by better retention while better memory is supposed to be based on deeper processing (e.g. Baddeley, 1978) . To avoid this problem, Saegert and Young (1984) used the terms 'semantic' versus 'non-semantic processing' instead of 'deep' versus 'shallow processing'. Saegert (1978) examined the effect of semantic vs. nonsemantic processing on retention with advertising stimuli. He presented 40 magazine ads at a rate of five seconds per ad. For each stimulus a question about the respective brand name was asked. This question directed processing either to semantic features (e.g. "Have you used this brand before?") or to nonsemantic features (e.g. "Is the brand name in blue letters?"). The results of surprise recall and recognition tasks demonstrated superior memory for ads as a function of the processing given by the viewer. Subjects showed a better performance in both recall and recognition for those brand names associated with a semantic question. Further experiments corroborated these results. Reid and Soley (1980) found again the two-to-one superiority of recall for a semantic-processing condition with television ads. Saegert and Young (1984) were able to replicate these results in a further study looking at twenty-four-hour recall as a function of semantic vs. nonsemantic -processing manipulations. One further merit of the level of processing (or: semantic vs. non-semantic) approach is that it provides a theoretical framework focusing on the viewer as an active information processor. This is in contrast to more traditional conditioning theories of learning that appear to be centered more on variables such as the characteristics of the to-be-remembered stimulus and the number of stimulus presentations (Saegert &Young, 1984) 
Experiment I
As discussed above, the major purpose of the present study was to test the hypothesis that pragmatically more complex advertisements are more effective. To make this question feasible for an experimental design, we defined two types of advertisements: In explicit advertisements pictorial and textual elements are in direct semantic relation to each other and the message is presented in a straightforward way. In contrast, implicit advertisements include complex relations between image and text elements that point to the product only indirectly. To understand the message, elaborated cognitive processing is required including operations like drawing inferences and discerning metaphors and analogies. Following these definitions, advertisements were created by professional designers such that for a given product, an explicit and an implicit ad version were available.
Following our discussion above, we intended to measure advertisement effectiveness on three different levels. First, in terms of characteristics of visual processing as revealed by eye movement measures. Second, an evaluation of ad content was induced by asking participants to rate each stimulus on scales of likeability and interestingness, as it is standard practice in advertisement research. This also solved the problem of giving viewers a reasonable task. It appears safe to assume that people (after entering the late processing stage proposed in Table  1 ) often look at an advertisement poster or bill board with the intention to form an opinion about whether they like what they see. The instruction to evaluate an ad can be seen as a standardized version of this frequent type of dealing with ad content. The third level of measuring effectiveness, the examination of memory turned out to be difficult using a within subject design with a limited set of stimuli. Since two versions of an ad for the same product were presented, it was impossible to apply a recall task, as elements of both versions were likely to be mixed up during recall. However, by assigning a different product name to each ad version, an attempt was made to implement at least a partial recognition task.
Methodology
Task and procedure: Materials consisted of advertisements targeting at 10 different products (car, stereo, lottery, hearing aid, diapers etc.). For each product, an explicit and an implicit ad version was prepared by professional designers. All these stimuli contained a headline, a large picture and a product logo and name. The size and spatial arrangement of these elements was held constant between explicit and implicit versions. As an example, Figure 1a and 1b show a pair of car ads including an explicit and implicit version with scan paths superimposed on the figures.
-insert figures 1a and 1b about hereDuring the experimental block, the ads were presented in a fixed random order such that all motives appeared in the first half of the block for one time and in the second half for the second time. The order of presentation was counterbalanced for the two versions of each advertisement. In addition, each ad version was assigned one of two fictitious product names such that a participant would see one name in the explicit version and the other name in the implicit version or vice versa. On the basis of these variations, there were four different stimulus lists (2 order of presentation x 2 product name), to which 16 participants were randomly assigned.
Upon arrival, participants were made familiar with the equipment and task and completed a quick training of the calibration routine. They then performed 4 practice trials, followed by a block of 20 experimental trials. Subjects were asked to view the ad stimuli until they had understood their main message and were ready to answer two evaluative questions that would immediately follow. These questions ("How do you like the advertisement?" and "How interesting do you consider the advertisement?") were presented on the screen after the subject had terminated the presentation of the respective item. Responses were given on a seven point scale using a virtual keyboard also shown on the screen. After participants had completed the experimental block, they were given a short distractor task (to count backwards from 100 in steps of 7) and then asked to mark all product names they would recognize on a list that contained a total of 40 names, 20 of which had been used in the experiment.
Participants: Sixteen subjects took part in the experiment. All participants were students of psychology or students of other fields with a minor in psychology and took part for course credit.
Apparatus: Eye movements were recorded with an SR Research Ltd. EyeLink infrared eye tracking system at a sampling rate of 250 Hz (4 ms temporal resolution). The relative accuracy of the system is in the order of a few minutes of arc. Absolute accuracy as expressed of short term repeatability of fixation position mapping (McConkie, 1981) was estimated in independent test sessions to be about 0.25 deg. The on-line saccade detector of the eye tracker was set to detect saccades using an acceleration threshold of 9500°/sec² and a velocity threshold of 30°/sec. Stimuli were displayed on a 21inch EyeQ monitor subtending a visual angle of 34° horizontally and 25° vertically at a viewing distance of 67 centimeters. The display was generated using a matrox millennium video card running at a refresh rate of 100 Hz. Table 3 shows the effects of the implicit vs. explicit variation on several eye movement parameters. There is a substantial difference in mean viewing duration per item, F (1,15) = 16.999, p < 0.01, amounting to a mean increase of 1334 ms for implicit advertisements. This effect is exclusively based on a larger number of fixations (5.9 per item, F (1,15) = 13.779, p < 0.01), while at the same time, mean fixation duration, F < 1, and mean saccade amplitude, F < 1, remained virtually identical for both conditions. The difference in viewing time and number of fixations is accompanied by a major discrepancy in standard errors, suggesting that some subjects responded especially sensitively to the variation of pragmatic complexity. In general, there were substantial differences in mean viewing time and number of fixations between participants. For example, individual mean viewing times for implicit ads ranged from 3933 ms to 11912 ms.
Results and Discussion
-insert table 3 about here - Table 4 presents mean values for ad evaluation and the recognition of brand names. The valence or likeability rating (How did you like the advertisement?) was significantly better for implicit ad versions, F(1,15) = 24.780, p < 0.01. The same was also true for the rating on interestingness, F(1,15) = 20.599, p < 0.01. The results from the two rating scales show a correlation of r = 0.62 (p < 0.01), indicating that there is substantial overlap in the information conveyed by both scales. Looking at correlations between mean rating values and eye movement measures, it turned out that there was only a weak relation between valence and viewing duration (r = 0.28, n.s.) and number of fixations (r = 0.19, n.s.). Correlations between interestingness and eye movement parameters were much larger and significant (viewing time: r = 0.56, p < 0.001; number of fixations: r = 0.58, p < 0.001).
In recognition performance, also depicted in Table 4 , there was no difference between explicit and implicit ads, F < 1. This can have two reasons: First, it is possible that longer viewing durations and more positive ratings are not associated with better memory in the type of task and stimuli used in experiment 1. However, since for both conditions recognition performance was at chance level it appears likely that our methodology led to a floor effect such that possible differences could not be picked up at all. We had expected that the recognition task would be quite easy to do and therefore used alternative product names that closely resembled the correct ones. Contrary to our expectation, recognition performance was quite poor, perhaps because the brand names were irrelevant to the task that the participants were asked to perform.
-insert table 4 about hereTaken together, the results of Experiment 1 support our main hypothesis that implicit ads are more effective in two respects. First, participants take significantly more time to process implicit ads, which may reflect a higher mental effort to encode and process the information presented and/or a deeper (more semantic) mode of processing. In addition, the implicit ads were rated to be liked better and also found to be more interesting, which in itself can be seen as an important indicator of ad effectiveness.
Despite these clear-cut results, Experiment 1 also had a number of weaknesses. The effect of the explicit/implicit variation on memory could not be appropriately tested, as in both conditions recognition was at chance level. In addition, there were problems with some of the stimuli, which contained overlap between regions belonging to textual vs. pictorial elements. 1 Also, it could be claimed that the instruction to view an advertisement in preparation for a judgment on "how nice and interesting this ad is" is artificial and may have had some influence on the viewing behavior. In particular, given the significant correlation between interestingness and viewing time, one might argue that when a participant is asked to determine whether an advertisement is interesting, the viewing duration may reflect the mental effort to answer this question rather than "understanding" the ad.
Experiment II
To address the problems with Experiment 1, a second experiment was designed. The main difference is that, instead of 10 products, there were now 20 products with each an explicit and an implicit ad version. This allowed for the implementation of a design where each participant would be confronted only with either the explicit or implicit variant of each advertisement. Also, in this experiment the task was varied as a between-subject variable. All participants were asked to view each ad in a way that would allow understanding of its main message. However, only 16 of the 32 subjects then completed the evaluation tasks as in experiment 1. The instruction for the remaining 16 subjects was to answer the question "What has been advertised?" as clearly as possible in one sentence. The idea was that this somewhat neutral task would correspond to a more cursory way to deal with ads that is quite typical when reading a magazine or looking at a billboard. A further improvement was that we now used a short block of 8 training trials with a fixed presentation time of 8 seconds. The purpose of this manipulation was to induce a reference for a typical response time that would help avoiding the extreme differences in viewing durations that were present in Experiment 1.
Methodology
Task and procedure: In this experiment, materials included explicit and implicit ad variants for a total of 20 products. The general layout was identical to the stimuli used in Experiment 1, but great care was taken to avoid overlap between picture and text regions. Also, the number of letters and words in the headline text and brand name were matched as closely as possible on an item by item basis. The order of product presentation was identical for all participants, following a fixed random order. Subjects were assigned to one of two task conditions, one including a rating task and the other including a quick paraphrasing of the ad content (see above). Within each task condition, there were two stimulus lists, with either the explicit or implicit version of each ad appearing at the respective list position. Prior to the experiment, participants performed a block of 8 practice trials where sample ads were presented for a fixed duration of 8 seconds.
Subjects were asked to view each ad stimulus until they had understood its main message and were ready to answer two evaluative questions that would immediately follow. For 16 of the 32 participants the task was identical to the one used in Experiment 1. The remaining subjects were asked to answer the question "What has been advertised?" as clearly as possible in one sentence after viewing the item. After completing the main experiment (and a short distractor task) all subjects were asked to recall as many ads as they could and to note as many details as possible. Finally, they were shown cards with 20 advertisements, including 10 that were present in the experimental block that a given participant had just completed and 10 that were part of the alternative stimulus list. For each instruction and stimulus list, two sublists were constructed such that for each cell of the design known and unknown items for recognition would be counterbalanced.
Results
Table 5 presents the effects of both factors, type of instruction and ad complexity on several eye movement parameters. Overall, the viewing times for the paraphrasing task were substantially shorter in comparison to the evaluation condition. There were large differences in mean viewing duration per item, amounting to 823 ms for the evaluation task and 750 ms for the paraphrasing task. Both the effects of ad complexity, F (1,30) = 16.55, p < 0.000, and task, F(1,30) = 13.731, p < 0.001, on viewing time were significant, but their interaction was not, F < 1. As in Experiment 1, the results for number of fixations are very similar. The effects of ad complexity, F(1,30) = 23.786, p < 0.01, and task, F(1,30) = 12.866, p < 0.01, are significant, but there is no significant interaction, F < 1. In contrast, the effects of both factors on mean fixation durations and mean saccades length are all non-significant.
-insert table 5 about hereMean values for ad ratings in the evaluation task and memory measures are presented in Table 6 . Replicating the results of experiment 1, mean valence, F(1,30) = 24.015, p < 0.01, and interestingness, F(1,30) = 18.584, p < 0.01, ratings were significantly better for implicit advertisements. Mean recognition rates, also shown in Table 6 indicate that participants had no problems to differentiate the ads that they had previously seen from their counterparts in the alternative list. Apparently, this led to a ceiling effect and no significant differences emerged. The mean rate of recall refers to the percentage of stimuli that were recalled, no matter what the specific content of the report was. About half of the stimuli were recalled, but, again this global measure did not differentiate between tasks and ad complexity.
However, when looking at what was being recalled, a more promising picture emerged. First of all, the task had a major influence on the content of recall: Participants who were asked to view the advertisement stimuli in preparation for ratings of valence and interestingness recalled pictorial information in 10.3 percent of the trials but brand names in only 0.3 percent of the trials. The opposite pattern was present in participants who viewed the ad stimuli in preparation for paraphrasing its content (more specifically: reporting what was advertised). Here there was almost no recall of pictorial information (1.5 percent) but brand names were recalled for 11.6 percent of the items. Our next step of analysis was to look at differences in the recall rates between implicit and explicit ads in both tasks. There was a significant difference of 6.9 percent for pictorial information in the evaluation condition (13.8 vs. 6.9 percent; F(1,30) = 9.648, p < 0,01) and a difference of 4.4 percent for brand names in the paraphrasing condition, that did not reach significance (13.8 vs. 9.4; F(1,30) = 0.968, p < 0.33).
-insert table 6 about hereTo get a more detailed picture of viewing behavior, all stimuli were divided into 3 regions of interest, referred to as headline, image and brand name. Figure 2 shows a typical example for this classification. Importantly, the borders of the respective regions of interest were identical for both the explicit and implicit ad versions for a given product such that a direct comparison is possible. In the top left corner of Figure 2 , a square is depicted that represents an area of 128 x 128 pixels. We divided each stimulus image, presented at a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels, into 8 x 6 such areas, referred to as "one tile". This scaling can be used to compute a relative viewing measure in addition to the absolute viewing time per region. Results for both analyses are shown in Figure 3a and 3b.
-insert figure 2 and 3a + b about hereAs it is apparent from Figure 3a , the type of task had a major impact on the distribution of absolute viewing times over the regions present in the advertisement stimuli. In the evaluation condition, a large proportion of the absolute viewing time was directed towards the picture region and only a small proportion towards the brand name area. In the paraphrasing condition however, viewing time was dramatically shorter for the picture region and substantially increased for the brand name area. In fact, viewing time was even longer for the much smaller name region. Looking at Figure 3b , presenting mean (relative) viewing times per tile, different proportions between region of interest emerge. It becomes clear that relative viewing time is always largest for the brand name areas and smallest for the relatively large pictures. Most importantly, despite all variation over tasks and regions, a substantial explicitimplicit difference is present in all cases.
General Discussion
Taken together, our experiments provide convincing evidence in favor of our main hypothesis. Advertisements with a higher degree of pragmatic complexity are looked at substantially longer and more fixations are made when viewers attempt to understand their message. This difference in visual processing time is entirely due to an increased number of fixations, both mean fixation duration and saccade amplitude remain unaffected. This is in line with results in the domain of reading research, where it has been shown that increases in gaze duration for words that are more difficult to process are also largely based on making more fixations rather than increasing their duration (Blanchard, 1985; O'Regan & LevySchoen, 1987) . Our task variation confirmed the effect of ad complexity for a condition that may reflect a more cursory, informal processing of advertisement content. The paraphrasing task was done in less time but produced virtually the identical effects. We conclude that the advantage of implicit ads with respect to processing time is valid for a broad range of goals and strategies when dealing with advertisements.
In Experiment 1 as well as in the evaluation condition of experiment 2, there were significant differences in ratings of valence or likeability ("How do you like the advertisement?") and interestingness ("How interesting do you consider the advertisement?"). As we have noted in the introductory section of this chapter, scales of likeability have proven to be a very powerful predictor of sales behavior. It can therefore be concluded that implicit advertisements are likely to be more effective from an economic point of view. To verify the memory component of ad effectiveness turned out to be more difficult. In Experiment 1, recognition of brand names was at chance level, probably because these names were irrelevant for the evaluation task. Also, in Experiment 2, global rates of recognition and recall were insensitive to the variation of ad complexity. However, in a more detailed analysis of what participants had recalled, some evidence for an advantage of implicit ads emerged.
To our knowledge, our study is the first to combine a variation in task with a region of interest analysis. The main result from this analysis is that the task has profound consequences for the distribution of viewing time and fixation positions 2 . A greater proportion of viewing time was devoted to the elements that were more relevant to the task. In the case of the evaluation task, more fixations were directed at the pictures, which, as participants reported, was often a major base of judgment in the rating task. In contrast, the brand name was less relevant for this task and received only few fixations. In the paraphrasing task, that was carried out in much less time, the proportion of fixations on headline, picture and brand name was more balanced, reflecting an attempt to arrive at a concise characterization of the topic or message of the ad. It appears that this accentuation of relevant elements during the viewing of the ads translated into what was retained in memory. In the evaluation condition, some pictorial information was recalled, but participants had almost no idea about names, in the paraphrasing condition the picture was completely reversed. Seen from a slightly different angle, it is also evident that a quite substantial relative viewing time, as present for names in the evaluation condition, does not guarantee good memory. Most important from a theoretical perspective is the fact that the processing time advantage for implicit ads was present for all regions of interest in both tasks.
Although these results appear straightforward, it may be pointed out that there is a major weakness in our design. As reported above, care has been taken to control for properties of the text present in the headlines and to keep the design and wording of brand names identical between conditions. However, one major difference between items within a pair of explicit and implicit ads are the different pictures. One may argue that implicit ads are looked at for longer durations and are rated more positive because their pictures are more pleasant and interesting (or more complex in terms of visual processing). Although we have tried to avoid extremes when selecting the pictures for our study, we cannot exclude the possibility that some of the observed effects are due to uncontrolled variance in pictorial information. However, this concern was addressed directly in a follow-up experiment. Here explicit and implicit ad variants were designed that used the same picture but advertised different products. Preliminary results indicate that, although the pictorial information is absolutely identical, marked advantages for implicit ads are again present.
In addition to the quantitative analyses reported above, we have also made a number of interesting, more informal observations. First, concerning the order with which the stimulus elements were scanned, it turned out that in about half the trials the scan path started with either picture or headline, with a tendency to some consistency within subjects. In most cases, a relatively larger number of fixations were made on this initial element (e.g. when reading the entire headline text) before going to the next element. This is in harmony with observations reported by Rayner, Rotello, Stewart, Keir, and Duffy (2001) . However, contrary to their findings, we found that participants looked back and forth between different elements, especially in terms of scanning several times over picture and headline. This may be caused by the relatively demanding tasks in our experiments in comparison to the more basic search instruction used by Rayner et al. A quantitative analysis of this sequential scanning behavior is beyond the scope of this chapter. An appropriate strategy for analyzing such data could be developed in analogy to what is customary when dealing with word fixation patterns in reading research (e.g. Inhoff & Radach, 1998) . Successive fixations on a specific region may be aggregated to "passes", representing a gaze on the respective area before moving to the next area. This measure not only represents a reasonable aggregation of the fixation data but it also well-suited to pick up the issue of switching between elements within an advertisement.
The properties of viewing behavior just described can all be observed in figure 1a and 1b. In addition, an interesting, rather unexpected observation can be made. After looking at picture, headline and brand name, often in more than one pass, participants sometimes direct their eyes to regions that appear to contain no useful information. This leads to a chain of additional fixations before the viewer either terminates the trial or moves on to additional passes over the relevant ad elements. Our interpretation of this behavior is that the visual information necessary for processing the present ad has been successfully encoded and the eyes are "parked" temporarily while higher level cognitive processing operations are being carried out. This pattern is quite frequent, especially in the data for implicit ads. It cannot be based on measurement artefacts, as fixations on relevant pictorial details during the same trial are often extremely accurate. It has some similarity with the distinction between "scanning" and "processing" fixations introduced by Groner (1978) and with the slowing of eye movements when sentence and clause "wrap up" operations are performed during the reading of continuous text (Just & Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, Kambe & Duffy, 2000) . In any case, this phenomenon represents an interesting puzzle for further research on the visual processing of "intelligent" advertisements and other cognitively demanding compositions of texts and pictures. 
